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INTRODUCTION 
All groups considered in this paper are finite. If G is a solvable group, 
then T. Berger [S, Theorem 11.333 has shown that every quasi-primitive 
irreducible character of G is also primitive. Alt(5) has an irreducible quasi- 
primitive character of degree 5 which is not primitive so the result just 
stated cannot be generalized to arbitrary groups. However, since com- 
position factors are the building blocks of a group, some results should be 
possible if appropriate characters of the non-Abelian composition factors of 
G are well behaved. One such result appears in Theorem A. 
THEOREM A. Assume that x is an irreducible quasi-primitive irreducible 
character of G of square-free degree. Zf S is a universal covering group of S, 
where S is a non-Abelian composition factor of G, and 6 ~Irr(s) with 
6( 1) ( x(1) assume that 6 is primitive; then x is a primitive character of G. 
Two application of Theorem A are also proved. 
COROLLARY B. Assume that x is an irreducible quasi-primitive character 
of square-free degree and that if S is a non-Abelian composition factor of G, 
then SE {L,(q) where q + 1 1 x( 1) and q > 9; Sz(q) where q2 + 1 1 x( 1) and 
q> 32; any sporadic group except MI1, M24; *F4(2)‘; K!,+(q); L,(q) if 
q*+q+llx(l); L,(2”) if2*“+1lx(l); U,(q) ifq’--q+ljx(l)}. Then x 
is primitive. 
COROLLARY C. Assume G is a finite group and tf S is a non-Abelian 
composition factor of G, then up to isomorphism SE {L,(q) q odd and q > 9; 
~z(q)ifq2+1~~(1);L2(2”~if2”+1~~(1~;L3(q~ifq2+q+1~~(1~; U,(q) 
if q2 - 4 + 1 1 x(1); 2F4(2)‘; m?(q), ml), J%(q), 2&w~ F,(q), 3~4(q)v 
G,(q), or 2G2(q) ifq is odd; E,(q) ifq= 1 (mod 3); PSp,(q) q odd; L,(2”) if 
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2’” + 1 1 x( 1); any sporadic group except M,,, Ml,, M,, j. If x is a quasi- 
primitive character of odd square-free degree, then x is primitive. 
We begin by proving the following general emma. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that K is a non-Abelian simple group and Kf PsZ,+(q) 
for q a prime power. If v is a prime, then every chief factor of Out(K) is a 
v’-group or a cyclic group of order v. 
Proof: If K is sporadic, the result follows from [S, Theorem 4.2391. 
Thus, we assume K is of Lie type and K # PG,+(q). Thus, Out(K) = 
(a) FD where D is a normal Abelian subgroup corresponding to 
“diagonal” automorphisms, F is a cyclic group corresponding to “field” 
automorphisms, and g is a “graph” automorphism with 1 (a)] < 2. Further, 
Out(K)/D is nilpotent [S, pp. 303-304-J. Let D, denote the Sylow 
v-subgroup of D. It is sufficient to show that there is a series D, = R0 2 
R, 2 ..’ 3 R,= 1 where Ri is a normal subgroup of Out(K) and 
lRJRi+ 11 = 0. 
If cp~F and XED,, then x9=x” for some integer n. In particular, cp 
normalizes every cyclic subgroup of D,. Hence, the result follows unless 
Out(K)= (o)FD where I( =2. Suppose that v is odd, then 
D, = C,” (cr) x I where I= (x ED, ) Y’ = x-l}. Thus, every cyclic subgroup 
of C,“(a) and of I is normal in Out(K) and the result follows. 
If v= 2, let FzS and D,, denote the Hall 2’-subgroups of F and D, 
respectively. Then F2, Dz, < NOutCK) (x) for ~EQ,(D,) implies that 
Fr D,c c COW (D2) by [4, Theorem 5.2.41. It follows that Fz.Dz. is the 
unique Hall 2’-subgroup of FD. Thus, F2,D2, dOut(K) and Out(K)/F,.D,, 
is a 2-group so the lemma follows. 
If cp is a quasi-primitive irreducible character of a group X, then 
F*(q), Z(q), and M*(p) are defined by F*(qo)/ker(qP) = F*(X,er(cp)), 
Z(cp)/ker(po) =.W’/Wv))), and M*(v) = F*(cp)/Z(cp), (F*(X) denotes 
the generalized Fitting subgroup of a group X.) A non-linear irreducible 
quasi-primitive character is said to be a prime character if M*(q) is 
homogeneous and qF.(aJ is irreducible. 
A set (q,, . . . . cp,) of prime characters of a group X is said to be 
admissible if M*(cpi) and M*(qj) contain no X-isomorphic X-chief factors 
for i# j. 
A character x is standard if the determinantal order of x divides x(1). 
Let m be the smallest positive square-free integer such that there is a 
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group G satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A and x E Irr(G) where x is 
quasi-primitive of degree m, but x is not primitive. The pair (G, x) is said to 
satisfy Hypothesis A. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that (G, x) satisfies Hypothesis A, Z(x) = Z(G), and 
x = cc where i E Irr(H) and H is a maximal subgroup of G. If K & G and 
KG H, then KEZ(G). 
Proof. Let K be of minimal order such that K 4 G, Kc_ H and 
KS Z(G), then xK= ecp where e E Z+ and cp E Irr(K). q(l) > 1 since 
Z(x)= Z(G) and KsZ(G). By [8, Theorem 11.171, there is a central 
extension (r, K) of G ; and viewing x as an irreducible quasi-primitive 
character of r, x = ye where y and 8 E Irr(T), O( 1) = e, and 8,-,(K) is a mul- 
tiple of a linear character. Thus, xK= ecp where cp E Irr(K), yields 
y,-l(,,~Irr(n-l(K)). Let N=n-‘(K)nker(O), then xN=eyN and x quasi- 
primitive imply that yN is homogeneous. Since n-l( K)/N is cyclic, [8, 
Theorem 11.221 yields that yN is irreducible. NE ker( 0) and x is irreducible 
and quasi-primitive, whence [ 3, Lemma 1.11 implies that 8 is a quasi- 
primitive character of r. Since tI( 1) is a proper divisor of m and r satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem A, 8 is primitive. 
x = [’ where 5 may be viewed as a character of n-‘(H), x,, = ey, and 
y,~Irr(N) with NGC’(H) now imply that iN=by,,, where beZ+. Since 
yN is irreducible, Y~-I(~) E Irr(rr -l(H)). Thus, [8, Theorem 6.171 yields 
i = byIf, where I E Irr(n-‘(H)/N). It follows that 8y = x = cr = 
(~Y~-I& = Ar’y. However, N c ker(1) and N n r imply that N c ker(lr). 
Now N c_ ker(0) and [8, Theorem 6.171 yield 8 = nr. This is a contradic- 
tion since 8 is primitive. 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume that (G, x) satisfies Hypothesis A. By [3, 
Theorem A], there is a central extension (G, n) of G such that x = n;=, ei 
where {pi, . . . . p,} is an admissible set of prime characters of G. 
((G/n;, 1 ker(p,)), x) also satisfy Hypothesis A so we may replace G by 
G/n;, I ker(pi) and assume that {pi, . . . . p,> c Irr(G). It follows that 
Z(G) = Z(x). Since (G, Ax) also satisfies Hypothesis A whenever I is a 
linear character of G, we may also assume x and all the pi are standard 
characters. 
Suppose that the G-chief factors in M(pi) are Abelian. [3, 
Proposition l.S(ii)] implies that p,(l) is a power of a prime and p,(l) = 
l”(Pi)l . “’ Since p .( 1) is square-free, it follows that pi( 1) = vi where vi is a 
prime and IM(pi)i = uf . Clearly, there is no extension r of G/ker(p,) in 
which pi=aj? where a, /?EIrr(T) with a(l)> 1 and b(l)> 1. Thus, pi is 
absolutely tensor indecomposable and [3, Proposition 1.9(iii)] implies that 
M*(pi) is a chief factor of G/ker(pi) Z(G). 
Suppose the G-chief factors of M*(pi) are non-Abelian, then [3, 
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Proposition 1.41 implies that M*(p;) is a G-chief factor. Further, 
F*(p,)/ker(p,) = Ag’Ag2...Ag’ (central product) where g, = 1, g,, . . . . g, are 
distinct right coset representatives of N,(A)/ker(pi) in G/ker(pi) and A is a 
quasi-simple normal subgroup of F*(p,)/ker(p,). Since (pi)F.Cp,j is 
irreducible, [9, Lemma 5.11 implies that there is a homomorphism 
o.AglxAg2x . . . x Apt + (F*(pj)/ker(pi)) and 19, EIrr(A@) such that if 
4x, 3 x2, ..., x,)=x, then p,(x) = Bi(x,) 0,(x,) . ..e.(x,). Now P~,~*(~,) is 
invariant in G so F*(p,)/ker(p,) = A8’ ... Ag’ yields 0,( 1) = 0,(l) for 
i = 1, . ..) t. Now p,(l) square-free implies that F*(p,)/ker(p,) = A = Ag’ and 
M*(pi) is a simple group. 
x = cc where CE Irr(H), and H is a proper maximal subgroup with 
Hz Z(G). 
Let K be a subgroup of minimal order such that K a G and K $X Z(G). 
Since Z(x) = Z(G), Lemma 2 yields G = KH. K/Kn Z(G) is a G-chief 
factor. Since (pi, . . . . p,} is an admissible set of primes, we may choose 
notation so that K does not avoid M*(p,), but K avoids M*(pJ, 
i = 2, ..+, n. By [3, Theorem l.ll(ii)], KE fly=2 Z(p,). The minimality of K 
and [8, Theorem 11.221 applied to pi imply that KS r)rE2 ker(pi). Since 
M*(p,) is a G-chief factor, K covers M*(p,) and (~i)~ is irreducible. Thus, 
M*(p,) = F*(p,)/Z(p,) = Z(p,)K/Z(p,) N K/Kn Z(p,) is a G-chief factor. 
It now follows from the minimality of K that Kn Z(p,) = Kn Z(G). Hence, 
M*(p,) N K/Kn Z(G). 
Suppose M*(p,) is Abelian, then [K: Kn Z(G)] = IM*(p,)l = ui for 
some prime vi. Further, [K,KnH]c[K,KJzKnZ(G)cKnH. 
G = HK now yields H n K n G. Hence, by Lemma 2, H n Kc Z(G) n K. 
Therefore, Hn K=Z(G)n K and [G: H] = [K: Hn K] = [K: Z(G)n K] 
= u:. However, x = cc now implies that x( 1) = [( l)[G: H] = [( 1)~: which 
contradicts x( 1) square-free. 
Therefore, M*(p,) 2 K/Kn Z(G) is a non-Abelian simple group which is 
a chief factor of G. The minimality of K now implies that K is quasi-simple 
so that K is a universal covering group of K/Kn Z(G). If pi = x = iG then 
[S, Problem 5.21 and G = HK yield (~i)~= ([G)K= (CHnK)K However, 
(P,)~E Irr(K) which contradicts the hypothesis. Thus, n > 2. 
Since C,(K) n G, either C,(K) = Z(G) or G = C,(K) H by Lemma 2. If 
G = C,(K) H, then Hn K a G. Hence, Lemma 2 implies that Hn K = 
Z(G)nK. It follows that x(l)=[(l)[G:H]=[(l)[K:HnK]=[(l) 
[K: Kn Z(G)]. This is a contradiction since K/Kn Z(G) as a non-Abelian 
simple group does not have square-free order. Thus, C,(K) = Z(G) and 
G/KZ(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Out(K/K n Z(G)). By [S, 
Theorem 4.2401, G/KZ(G) is solvable. 
Since KZ(G) c Z(p2), M*(p,) = F*(p&Z(p,) is a G-chief factor which 
also appears as a G/KZ(G)-chief factor. In particular, M*(p*) is Abelian. 
Thus, IM*(p,)] = 0: for some prime u2. 
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Suppose K/Kn Z(G) g PQ,+(q) for q a prime power. If X is a group 
such that every chief factor is a o;-group or cyclic of order u2, then a sim- 
ple inductive argument shows the same statement is true for any subgroup 
Y of X. Since G/KZ(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Out(K), Lemma 1 
now implies that G/KZ(G) has no chief factors of order us. Thus, 
K/Kn Z(G) N Pa,+(q). 
Reference [8, Problem 5.21, G = HK, and Kc n;= 2 pi( 1) imply that 
CI7=2 Pi(1))(p,),=XK=(5G)K=(5HnR)K. Thus, KIl=2 Pi(l))Pl(l)= 
[K: H n K] 5( 1). Now G/Z(G) = G, is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Aut( PsZ,+ (4)) which contains Inn( Pa,+ (4)). Also H/Z(G) corresponds a 
maximal subgroup of G, . Then KZ(G)/Z(G) z K/Kn Z(G) z PQ,+(q) 
implies that H/Z(G) n KZ(G)/Z(G) is one of the groups that appears in 
column I of the “result matrix” of [lo]. [(KZ(G)/Z(G)): (H/Z(G))n 
(KZ(G)/Z(G))] = [K: Kn H]. However, it is direct to compute that none 
of the groups appearing in column I of the “result matrix” have square-free 
index in PQ,+(q). This final contradiction completes the proof of 
Theorem A. 
Proof of Corollary B. Let S be a universal covering group of S. In order 
to apply Theorem A, it is sufficient o show that if 6 is an irreducible quasi- 
primitive character of square-free degree of S, then 6 is primitive. We will 
assume 6 = Izs where 1 E Irr(H) and H is a maximal subgroup of S. 
Assume S = L,(q) where q + 1 j x( 1) and q > 9. 6( 1) is of square-free 
degree and [S: H] ) 6( 1). Since H 2 Z(S), S/Z(S) N L2(q) and H/Z(g) is 
isomorphic to a maximal subgroup of L,(q). Thus, [S: H] = 
[S/Z(S): H/Z(s)] is given by [16, Theorem 6.251. Since 3% L,(q) or 
SL,(q), 6(l) E (q, (q + 1)/2, q - 1, q + l} by [7, Theorem XI 5.5-X1 5.73. 
Now q + 1 1 x( 1 ), q > 9, and computation of [S: H] using [ 16, 
Theorem 6.251 imply that 6 is primitive if 6( 1) is square-free and 6( 1) 1 x( 1). 
If S=Sz(q), then qa32 yields S=S. Since S(l)lx(l) and q2+1jx(1), 
[7, Theorem XI 5.101 implies that S(1) = (q + 2r + l)(q - 1) or 6(l) = 
(q- l)(q+2r+ 1) where q=22m+1 and r=2’“. However, by [7, 
Remark XI 3.12e] there are no maximal subgroups H with [S: H] I6( 1) 
for these 6( 1). 
Suppose that SE {L,(q) and (q2+q+l)ix(l); LCV, 22”+11x(1); 
U,(q) and (q3-q+ 1)1x(l)) u {PfG(q), M12, J1, J2, HS J3, McL, He, 
Ru, Suz, O’N, Co3, Co,, Fi22, HN, Ly, F,(2)‘, Th, Co,). It follows from 
[ 13, 6, 15, 10, 11, that there is no maximal subgroup H of S such that 
[S: H] is square-free and [S: H] I6( 1) where 6( 1) 1 x( 1). 
Suppose SE { Fi 23, J,>, then ,!? = S. If H is a local subgroup, it is listed in 
[ 11. If S = J4, then [S: H] is not square-free for any local H such that 
[S: H] < 6( 1) where 6 E Irr(J,). If S = Fi23, then 6( 1) square-free implies 
that 6~ {x2, x4, x5, x8, x9, xll, x17, x19, xz3} using the notation of CL 
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pp. 178-1791. It now follows from [l, p. 1771 that [S: H] j 6(l) if H is 
local. Thus, we may assume H is not local. 
Let K be a minimal normal subgroup of H, then K is a direct product of 
[H: N,(F)] copies of the non-Abelian simple group F and F is a minimal 
normal subgroup of K. Direct comparison of orders of F and S implies that 
F# {L;(q) or U)(q) for 2<i<4, S,(g)} un ess 1 F is listed on pp. 239-242 of 
[ 1). Thus, F appears in [ 1, pp. 239-2421. Suppose pi (FI, where I HP1 = p. 
Then K = F and by the Frattini argument H = NH(FP) F. Since (N,(F,)I < 
INs( and IN,(F,)I B 2p, [H: F] = [N,(F,): NF(FP)] yields 
WI 2~ 
IFI ’ INs( ’ (*I 
Assume S= Fiz3 and pi (FJ for PE { 11, 13, 17, 19}. By [l, pp. 178-1791, 
2p/lN,(F,)J 2 l/20 so by (*), FI 2 IHl/20. Now 2i73”l IHI yields 
2133101 IFJ. Direct inspection of group orders in [ 1, pp. 239-2421 now 
yields a contradiction. Thus, IFI =2”365c7d. If d= 1, then (*) and [l, 
pp. 178-1791 imply that IFI > [H//360. Now 217312j IHI yields 29371 IF(. 
Again IFI =2”3’5’7 with aa9, b>7 and [l, pp. 239-2421 yield a con- 
tradiction. Hence, IFI = 2”3’5’ and by [l, pp. 239-2421, FE (U,(2), L*(5), 
L2(9)l. NH(F)IC~(F)F is a 2-group for these F by [l], and lSsl =52 
implies that [H: N,(F)] G2. Since 3121 IHI, it follows that 3121 IFC,(F)l 
whence 3*) IC,(F)I. H non-local and 5 IFI imply that P= F*(C,(F)) (the 
generalized Fitting subgroup of C,(F)) is a non-Abelian simple subgroup 
which is also normal in H. Thus, FE {U,(2), L2(5), L,(9)). Since 
Out(P): Inn(F)] is a power of 2; 3*1 IC,,,,,(P)fi. Now IF31 < 34 implies 
that 341 IC,,,,(F)l. This is a contradiction since C,,,,,(F) = 
C,,,,,(F*(C,(F))) E F*(C,(F)) = F implies that CCdFj(fi = 1. 
Assume that S= J4 and p( 14 where p E (7, 23, 29, 31, 37, 43). Then 
[l, pp. 188-1901 and (*) imply that JFI 2 IHl/360. Now 2201 (HI yields 
IF21 > 2i2. Direct inspection using [ 1, pp. 239-2421 yields a contradiction. 
Hence, IFI = 2”365c11d. If c= 1, then F n H and H=N(F,)F. It follows 
from [l] that IC,(F,)(,G~~. Thus, 2201 [HI, and H=N(F,)F yield 
IF21 2 2 20-8 = 212. However, [i, pp. 239-2421 implies no such F exists. 
Thus, IFI = 2”361 1’. Again, [ 1, pp. 239-2421 yields a contradiction. 
Assume SE (B, i’t4, Fii4}. Direct computation implies S(1) is not square- 
free if 6 is a faithful irreducible character of the triple cover of Fii4. 
Thus, S= S. Adopting the notation of [ 11, 6 = xi for some i> 2. 
1; = x, + c,“=, ajxi where k is the largest integer such that xk( 1) < 
[S: H] <6(l). Thus, if p is a prime such that IS,1 = p, then pi [S: H] 
implies that xi(x) < 0 for some j < k if x E SF. In particular, 6 # x2 since 
[S: H]l6(1). 
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IfS=Fi;,,then6=X,orX,of[1,p.200].Thus,1S,=Cj.,ajX/and[1, 
pp. 200-2011 imply that (17.11, [S: H]) = 1. Hence, [S: H] 12.23.29.13.3 
and [l, p. 2001 yields ls= x1 +a*~~. Hence, 23.291 IHI and [S: H] 178. 
Thus, a2 = 0 which is contradiction. 
If S=B, then 8~ {X4, 16, x8, x 15, x16, x23} of [l, pp. 208-2111. Since 
Xj(X)>Oif l<jG23and 1(x)1=11, lli[S:H] Thus, 1S,=~jG,5ujxj. 
Suppose BE {x23p x16, xl5 }. ~23(l)=2.5.7.11.13.17.19.23.31.47, x16(1)= 
3.5.11.17.19.23.31.47, and ~ls(l)=2.3.11.17.19.23.31.47. Since lg= 
c. ,&i5 Ujxj, [l, pp. 208-2111 yields 13 1 [S: H]. Hence, 1i=cjG9 ujxj if 
6=x23. If 8=x16 or xls; then 11 1 [S:H] implies that lS,=~j.lOujxj. 
Hence, 15 = c;” I ujxj in both cases. Suppose 17 I [S: H], then [ 1, pp. 208- 
2111 yields u,#O. [S:H]>~~(1)>,6(1)/3(13.11,6(1)) implies that 
23.19.47 I [S: H]. Since j< 10 and 23 I [S: H], u, #O. Similarly, 
47.19l[S:H] imply that a,#0 and u,#O. However, ~~(l)+x,(l)+ 
~~(l)+i(~(l)>6(1)/(6(1), 11.13)> [S: H]. Thus, 171 [S:H]. Hence, 
lg= cjc6 ujxj so that 23 j [S: H]. This implies that 1 ;C = cjsE4 ujxj so that 
1 = (19.31, [S: H]). It follows that [S: H] <x2(1) which is a contra- 
diction. 
Suppose 6 E (x4, x6, x8}, then lG= cjG7 ujxj yields 13 1 [S: H]. It 
follows that l$=cjss ujxj. Thus, 23 1 [S: H] whence 1; = cjs4 ujxj. 
Hence, (17.19.31, [S: H])= 1 and [S: H] <x2(l), which is another 
contradiction. 
If S=M, then 6=x, and ~,(1)=2.3.11.19.29.41.47.59.71. Now 
1; = cjG6 ujxj and [l, pp. 22@223] imply that (19.29, [S: H]) = 1. Thus, 
1$=cjG3ujxj which yields ([S: H], 71.41.47.59)= 1. Hence, [S: H] < 
x2( 1) which is a contradiction. 
Finally assume S= Mz3 so that s= S. It follows from [l, p. 713 that we 
may assume 8~ {x5, xs, x7, x8} and H= Mz2 or 6=x9 and H=L.,(4): 22. 
However, if 6 E {x6, x7, xs, x9}, 6 does not vanish on elements of order 15 
but H contains no elements of order 15. Hence. 6 = xs and H = Mz2. But 
Mzz has no elements of order 14 and xs does not vanish on elements of 
order 14, a contradiction. 
Proof of Corollary C. Let 3 be a universal covering group of S. In 
order to apply Theorem A, we show that if 6 E Irr(g) where 6( 1) is odd of 
square-free degree then 6 # 1’ where Iz E Irr( H) and H is a maximal sub- 
group of g. Assume the contrary. 
If S = L,(q) with q odd and q > 9, then 6( 1) odd implies that 6 E Irr(S). 
By [7, Theorem XI 5.6 and Theorem XI 5.716(l) E (q - 1)/2, (q + 1)/2, q). 
Since q > 9, [ 16, Theorem 6.251 implies that 6 is k rimitive. If S is any of 
the other groups which are also listed in Corollary B, the same proof as 
that used for the proof of Corollary B applies. 
If SE iE6(q), q = 1 (mod 3); b(q), b(q), ‘E6(q), f’,(q), ‘D,(q), G,(q), 
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‘G,(q) for q odd), then possibilities for H/Z(s) are listed in [12]. Direct 
computation implies that [s: H] is not square-free. 
If S= P@,(q) q odd, then s= S and [14] implies that [S: H] is not 
square-free if [S: H] is odd. 
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